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Hillary Was Right

- Trump Is a Putin

Puppet

By AMERICA

WTF, America? Have we had
enough yet? What more proof do we
require that the puppet president in-
stalled by Russia is, in fact, a pup-
pet president installed by Russia to
divide us and destroy us.

There’s nothing more to say here:
this has been obvious since the begin-
ning, is screaming obvious now, but
still we’re going to pretend it’s all nor-
mal.

Is Hillary a

Prophet?

By CRYSTAL CLEAR

Scientists, psychologists, political
pundits, the extremely small num-
ber of actual religious experts who
aren’t hypocritical nut jobs, and most
dentists and meteorologists are in
agreement: Hillary Clinton is not a
prophet. She’s merely a sane per-
son with eyes and a working brain
who stated something so obvious it,
quite frankly, hurts. She’s also our
real president.

Hillary Clinton is no prophet, but
she is the real president.

Major Publishers

and Movie

Producers Declare

What Happened

Couldn’t Possibly

Happen

By UTTER DISBELIEF

Hollywood and top book pub-
lishing houses in New York agree:
What America has endured since
2016 simply isn’t plausible and is al-
most certainly a mass delusion. "I
mean, c’mon, this is pure trash,"
said literary agent Irony S. Killer.
"It’s the shittiest spy novel ever. I
accepted a whistleblower satirically
named ’Reality Winner,’ Russians
AND Nazis in the White House,
Jared’s obviously evil 666 5th Ave.,
mob connections, a thuggish Saudi
Arabian prince & an evil elf as the
first attorney-general. But the Al-
abama hick pedophile speaking flu-
ent Russian was a plot twist too far.
And now, my god, you have a pres-
ident who’s a Russian asset despite
an IQ lower than room temperature,
and this has been completely obvious
from the opening scenes and yet no
one is doing a damn thing to stop
him. In real life, there’s no way
Americans would have let something
like that go on." Media mogul Richer
Than Frack agreed: "Look, we make
a lot of dumb movies. I’ll admit that.
But this is dumber than a MAGA
blonde. I mean, the wheel’s spinning,
but the hamster’s dead. Still, I don’t
have enough yachts, so yeah, we’ll
have something in theaters soon."

Impeachment is the only plausible
thing in the entire unreality show.

Is the President a

Corrupt Human

Tornado?

By EVOCATIVE N. TRUE

Hillary Clinton tweeted on Mon-
day that the illegitimate president is
"a corrupt human tornado." Leading
scientists agree with the "corrupt"
part, but note that Trump has done
far more damage than any tornado
could possibly do. "He’s all the ma-
jor disasters America has ever faced
rolled up into one repulsive shit-
storm," noted Dr. I.M. Sanity, an ex-
pert on shitstorms. "I mean, we’ve
never seen anything like this. It will
take generations to repair this level of
damage."

Damage from biggest shitstorm ever
will take generations to repair.


